
  



    



    

DESERT STORM 

Create cargo cool 
with slouchy shapes.

BEADED DETAIL 

Add homespun finishes 
with earthy elements.

BELTS & BAGS 

Feature bags on belts 
for practical styling.

FOOT FOCUS 

Highlight cutaway detail 
with tonal footwear.

PRINT PATTERN

Take inspiration from 
classic mosaic tiles.



    



    

MESH MIX: Insert perforated mesh panels into explorer boots for breathable comfort.

DESERT DUNES: Soften structure with lightweight suedes in powdery hues.



    

ETHNIC FEEL: Take inspiration from nomadic Bedouin people for braided leather 

laces. 

REPROCESSED: Salvage old leather for supple sandals in bright, tribal tones.



    

WEATHERED & WORN: Create shoes with thick, distressed leathers in sandy shades. 

CUT ABOVE: Reference Eastern architecture for open shoes with symmetrical cuts.



    

COOL CERAMIC: Look to intricate mosaic patterns for graphic prints. 

TWO-IN-ONE: Be versatile with traditional textile totes that double as comfortable 

shoulder bags.



    

FABRIC FOCUS: Give soft, unstructured shapes textural depth with canvas-like fabrics. 

FINER DETAILS: Feature cargo pockets and multiple straps for a desert storm feel.



    

NATURAL EFFECTS: Combine wooden handles with braided twine on burlap sacks 

for an organic look. 

BASIC BEADING: Add gentle beaded detail in neutral tones for understated embellishment.



    

NEW VINTAGE: Update relaxed silhouettes with distressed, waxed canvases that are weathered and worn. 

MINIMUM EFFORT: Create abstract shapes with minimal detailing for basic bags.



    

ANIMAL INSTINCT: Feature foldable wallets in exotic animals skins for a luxurious finish. 

COPPER SKY: Return to traditional dye methods with natural pigments in spicy, earthy hues.



    

MATERIAL MIX: Combine coarse canvas with strong leather strips for a cool, cargo look. 

METAL MATTERS: Embellish belts with antiqued metal zippers and tarnished buckles.



    

HAND CRAFTED: Look to traditional ethnic methods of embellishment for influence this season. Hand

braiding in a variety of eco-friendly fabrics will feature as trims and details. Experiment with materials

such as twine, ropes and strings of poplin for organic results.



    

ALL TIED UP: Leave forms lengthy and softly structured for a natural, laidback look. 

EARTH PRODUCT: Source ecologically sustainable materials for beaded belts in tonal hues.



  

STROKE OF GENIUS: Liven up subtle and subdued fabrics with bright details in vibrant neutrals. Paint

splashes and brush strokes will appear on textiles, adding depth and texture. Maintain a serene effect

with clear whites splashes on dusty desert backdrops.


